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The Past - One

What would have to change to be able to live in harmony with the

Earth’s breath, while at the same time living for as long as we choose?

This thought had played on Fury’s mind so long it was like an obstinate

friend. At worst, a parrot perched on his shoulder repeating the same

incessant question. Where would it lead him, what conclusions were there,

for him to make alone, and through the different perspectives his friends

might instigate? He knew it was too big a question for him to handle alone.

And why should he? It didn’t affect him alone. In different ways, and to

different degrees, it concerned everyone.

Marg offered such insights. An inspirational creature of uncertainty,

she would frequently allude to the emotional contradictions we would

face in seeking contentment within our immortality. But one thing he

would not change: he would not allow it. Loving was a pleasure he could

never get too much of. He felt it a weakness, but gave into it anyway.

Otherwise what was the point of being? There were so many forms of life
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into which we’re cast, but perhaps no others which offered the experience

of the physical senses that humans have the immense privilege of.

Perhaps uniquely so? Of course he wasn’t sure, but sometimes he felt this

powerfully and he felt overwhelmed by this possibility. Of what he would

miss; at other times of the excess of emotion he experienced, and how a

slower turn might allow a greater appreciation of life. To savor the feeling,

and know it better before another took over. But feelings are never how

we wish them and this helplessness was part of what he loved. So

generally in control, he thrilled guiltily at an unexplainable Je La jealously

or passion.

Je La was his lover now. She could change her appearance to whatever

either of them desired. His favourite remained her essential form : multi

headed with orifices in abundance. For which he’d modified his BPOD in

order to maximise the variations of pleasure they might enjoy. The ecstasy

of multiple penetrations was no doubt something the founding inventors

of the BPOD had not envisaged. Then again, was not man’s innovation

when sex is concerned limitless? John Fury reveled in this ability to choose

one’s external appearance and form. Ah, but to change the soul was not
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something he could do, or imagined he’d ever want to. Our physical

appearance is a playground. Our soul the classroom.

When he’d been too long in a particular form he’d feel impelled to

change. At first it would be barely noticed, but if ignored became

screamingly insistent. Surely one day he would tire of it? And of the

pursuit of new sexual experiences that would set his heart racing. But

wasn’t that it! The very reason for living? Didn’t his desire remain as

strong as in his panting youth? Of course his imagination was tested more

these days, but that was only to be expected. But there was never a

feeling of (anywhere near it) having reached the limits of ingenuity. After

all, with Je La La…. Ah, with Je La La the possibilities were infinite. And

then some.

Lying down by the sea, blue and golden sand. The sun sparkling off the

azure blue. Yes, of course BITCH: diamonds on my mind. White cresting

waves, starting from far out, as far as you can see. Just a white line at first.

Yeah babe, you got THAT first time! But then, a few hundred metres out,

they’re breaking and reforming. Bubbling, frothing – seem like they’re in a
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big hurry to get somewhere. And sure BITCH, what else would I be

thinking? Champagne popping, frothing down the neck like cum. Poured

over my body. Just him? No…Both signs – lick it off me BITCHES. Pissing on

them – they don’t know if it’s champagne they’re getting, or what. And

some of them looking disappointed when it is.

Sun on the wane now – lost its burn: she still has four hours to kill.

Today should not have been like this – so out of her element. It has to fit:

everything has to fit. Rough terrain, rough people she seeks. Who would

know that behind the delectable veneer how truly filthy she was? Filthy in

her soul. It needed some serious cleaning. Where to seek it? Murder no

longer a pleasure for her: Je La La had killed so many, in so many different

ways, that (yes, she had to admit it to herself) she was finally bored of this

entertainment. Something she’d never expected – but with hindsight

shouldn’t she have realised it would happen eventually? Now it was a

trivial act. In fact it WAS a trivial act. Yes, it was that she missed most – the

desperate fear, grasping at even the flimsiest, most impossible hopes. Yes,

the absence of fear, knowing their fate was not final. Life is without finality

now. What does that MEAN?
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Ah, there was still one pleasure they couldn’t take from her. The pain.

The sweet ecstasy she could inflict before the BPOD tripped out. That

wonderful gift of senses – which became the instrument by which she

could pull at them: pleasure limited only by her imagination. Such a

double edged gift: aren’t they all?

Killing children was her greatest pleasure because of the collateral

emotive pain it caused. Even total strangers became engulfed in the

tragedy of a molested child, half murdered. Left to die. But it too was

double edged. Having to open herself up to the Mother Instinct – an

empathy of what her own child would suffer as it endured the torture she

inflicted on those random innocents. Are they all so? Could it really be, she

wondered? They look of confusion in their eyes. Some even of

disappointment, as if they judged her and found her wanting from their

ideal. Yes, it was true – she’d never seen the recognition of familiarity;

understanding. A cohort in their own crime.

Je La had aborted twice for this reason. Tormented now by the killing

of her own unborn, however humanely, she could no longer love. For birth

had become the physical representation of love – its emblem. She felt
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easier when sexually unfulfilled as this unsated craving drowned out the

pleading voice of love. Some find pleasure (albeit it weak, and carrying a

shadow) in giving pleasure but it was beyond her to do that.

Je La led The General to the balcony. It overlooked the banquet but

they would be unseen by the guests unless by chance they looked up. The

stockily built man, of medium height, was old but his sexual energy was

still strong; his ruthless desire to exploit undiminished. And he was near a

coronary with obsession to have Je La. He had heard of her gifts and he

was willing to offer whatever she demanded. It had been an easy

negotiation.

Tantalizing, she remains clothed, revealing only apparitions of flesh. Of

course there was no concealing her famous mouths. Tied to the railings:

flailed. She knows he loves this: this will be their second time. Whipped

until he bleeds then suck every drop of semen from his cock. Then blow it

back. He loves the pain. She doesn’t understand but with every blow, each

ripping of the flesh, whatever the source of pain, she sees it in his eyes:

totally submissive, unsure, and yet abject obedience. Was it a penitence
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for something he’d seen on the battlefield? A contrition for his failings?

His crimes?

She looks forward to it with anticipation now: who else has seen this

man like this? And now, who would EVER see him again. She scrutinizes

him – no, you haven’t the faintest inking, have you? This innocence

heightens the thrill for her. She licks every part of his body, feather light

touch brings him to a frenzied writhing. She never touches his cock. And

when he begs to be brought off she’ll only very lightly lick around his balls,

whilst another tongue licks the puckered skin around his arsehole. He begs

for more with guttural moans. Smiling, she flicks at both his nipples. Pulls;

sucks; then biting. Gently at first, slowly increasing the pressure until she

tastes blood.

“Finish me. Take me down!” Again and again the General pleads.

Patience exhausted she suddenly stops: the smaller heads form like flower

petals around the largest of them. Mouths pout in a unison of disapproval

and then, without any apparent deliberation, contrive an echo, a

reverberation. Why could it not be a musical harmony? Why? Because it

would be not as you imagine at all. Rather a horror flick of sharding
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discordance. So, let us not seek to pull the blow. Strike hard, full blooded,

with a tight snap back. A snarl – something animal in it - makes him jump

and draw back involuntarily. “Hold back I said! I’ll tell you when you can

come in my mouth.” Microscopically, the corners of her mouths turn up,

“Exactly then, and not before.”

The General obeys, in so doing releasing the tension of his ecstasy, and

opening himself once again to her delicate and refined torture. Again and

again she takes him to the edge of climax. So close that he’s already

anticipating its pleasure. Each time it takes a few moments for him to

realise that once again she’s drawn back. A look of bewilderment, quickly

replaced by ecstatic longing. More still! More still! How could I have

wanted it to end! When this is all I think about. All I want: life exists in this

moment and no other time. After the first time he’d had Je La The General

had wandered around with a foolish grin permanently plastered across his

face. His friends thought he’d gone gaga, but he didn’t care. Spending

hours of days reliving those moments which, after several repetitions, had

reached a rhythm of pinnacling desire and relaxation which he’d wanted

to never end.
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And then the moment that the hours have been building up to. Voices

seem to whisper on the air. This time: Yes! An acapella harmony, a sweet

melody from his youth, from times when life was pure and simple, at once

familiar and yet he cannot quite pin it. Whispers: “Tell me when you want

me to make you come.” The scream of affirmation. Tongues lick lips: “You

may come now. I want you to fill my mouth. I want your semen dripping

from my face. My tongues will lick it off.” Faces draw back: “Wait! Kiss me

first. Then you may.”

Everything else, as The General reflected in that concentration of last

moments, had had its place at the table. The image appeared complete

without it: in fact, this tender intimacy had jarred even at the time. A

discordant note that did not fit with the others that despite their

dissonance, did. Ah, that is the mark of the true artist. Who can insert that

which does not fit, and by it make the music, the picture, incomplete, a

disappointment, if one were then to remove it. The General, of a plodding

mind, could not understand this.

She takes his penis down to the root whilst, from the softest lips,

tender kisses cover his body – as if he were wrapped in velvet folds of
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flesh. Other mouths a shoal of sharp toothed fish: drawing blood, the

biting an exquisite contrast. She gags on him as, with a massive bearlike

paw, he forces the head down onto him and almost immediately climaxes.

With each pulsation of his penis semen rivers down her throat.

And yet in all of this there is love. He loves her and wishes she loved

him. The craving of the unrequited that surpasses all other love. But he

knows her reputation, and so it is enough to love her. She sees it in his

eyes. It surprises her, but only serves to heighten the pleasure when,

clamping her jaw tight shut, she cleanly severs his cock. She sees the

scream first in his eyes: a visible, distinct margin of time precedes the

body’s reaction. And then, the ecstasy, what makes all the effort

worthwhile, the knife driven pain of unexpected betrayal.

Blood now spurts where before had been semen. She bathes in it.

Renewed. Replenished. Cleansed. As his eyes dim and his body sags

against her she sees her image reflected in his eyes. In a frenzy she stabs

him: she’d seen peace in his eyes. Love she could forgive. Hadn’t she,

haven’t we all, loved someone to madness when that person deserved

everything BUT love. But peace she would not allow. Only she had the
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right to that – earned by the act of cold satisfaction, which afforded her

the briefest respite from the endless torment: the revision of guilt for her

lost children. In the absence of fear, or despair, in her the flame of

pleasure is instantly doused. She thrusts him away from her in disgust and

gets up off her knees. As blood pools around him she turns and walks

silently away, her face a blank mask. And yet, we should forgive her! We

are, after all, innocent of all our crimes: these are not acts of free will, but

all we know. And pity her: how could someone love her after what she

had done?

The General had loved his daughter as only a dominant man can.

Heaping all his softness onto one being. Cheyne was a graceful child, with

an appreciation of her position, her power, yet never exploiting it. Even

from an early age it was so - instinctive as only the female archetype can

be. Cheyne might be spoilt, and with The General used to having

everything her own way. But with others she was surprisingly considerate

and generous. It would be only much later, and for no obvious reason,

that she would change – come to abuse this gift, and so destroy it. She
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also learned early to value love more highly than life: life might be forever

if she wished it, but love will have an ending, and we might NEVER be

loved as we would want to be. Per La benefited from this and so in turn

learned the essential quality of love: its fragility. He was overwhelmed by

Cheyne’s love, as he observed in her the sense of irreplaceable loss of her

father’s love. How it had affected Cheyne as the realization swept through

her - that she had lost her father’s love forever. She wished it undone with

all her heart.

Cheyne and Per La spent all the time they could together, enjoying the

novelty of new love. Cheyne had lived longer than Per La. She was his first

true love and she was able, vicariously, to share the novelty. It might be

second hand but who cares how many hands it’s passes through! Still

there’s that feeling, of which there’s nothing like it. When in doubt of its

priceless worth she’d console herself that its sequence is always unique. In

fact she became skeptical, but no longer cared. Let us live it, to see his joy,

the new piece of the jigsaw. Each one precious and forming, for us at least,

an image of perfection we cling to, however much it changes so that by
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the end, when the door on love is closed, we see it was no more than a

mirage.
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The Past - Two

They had met whilst working on the dismantling of the United Nations,

and the birth of its replacement. It was the need to have the view of all

involved - three thousand voices from all the planets in all the galaxies -

that a single language was evolved. Voices distinct, often contrary, times

otherwise collusionary, rarely in harmony, or contrite. It had otherwise

been impossible to appreciate the feelings or fine meaning their words

tried to convey, either through translators, or in their stilted English. Fear,

anger and pity were easy to convey, but expressing empathy for an

ancient musical instrument, the passion for a sexual act peculiar to a

culture, the spiritual affinity to a rock or sacred place. This crucial link

might be lost without the ability to communicate directly and accurately.

Or as accurately as words ever can.

So, instead of communication being a barrier, at last it became a bond.

How essential, in those troubled times that had been! The many

understandings silenced the at first vocal critics of the initiative Cheyne

had personally crusaded. The fervent, factless opinions from the narrow
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minds of despots and egoists. She had been advised not to be so strongly

supportive but she realized that without total conviction there would

NEVER be agreement. Give up our language! Why would any one do that

willingly? Only when the benefits had been seen did this sacrifice seem

trivial.

They had based the chosen societal structure on an inverted village

model. She took the concept of village – small community, easy access to

all amenities, personal relations with neighbours. By inverting this on a

global scale it enabled the same benefits to be realized. With technology

as the vehicle for it’s achievement. Rapid transportation , sophisticated

communication systems, and a hierarchy of Communicators had enabled

the model to be developed for a population on earth of around five billion

– the remainder flung to the furthest reaches of the known and later,

unknown, Universes. Better at least than the radical proposition of mass

eradication to reduce the world’s population to a hundred million. As the

Elite had demanded, until they were told they, without any recognizable

worth, would be included in the cull.
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Was this really the solution? Only time, in abundance, would tell. She

envisaged change to this policy as experience highlighted weaknesses and

demanded an ingenuity of improvements. This evolution of perfection

always fascinates her, until Heron had developed a mathematical model

for it, and then it lost all its magic. She yelled at him in frustration, “You

wouldn’t understand. Of course a robot never could understand, because

we don’t! We only know: we must have our myths!” She hated him for

developing it. At its least it removed evolution’s apparent spontaneity and

random uncertainty. When he excitedly presented it to her, like a puppy

waiting for a pat on the head, she spat at him as a cat would. And then

slapped his face when he’d smiled at her with that indulgent, infuriating

understanding that robots give when they see humans taken over by

emotion.

The Communicator hierarchy started like the politicians of old. Vested

interest, corruption. This only changed when it became apparent that

there was no power attached to their authority, nor great prestige. They

were only The Messenger. Thus the egoists moved on, and the prophets
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moved in. They loved, for itself, the communion of knowledge

transference.

Paulen had been a classic example. As the worship of youth became an

obsession pedophilia had become a widespread plague. Paulen’s son had

been abducted whilst he shopped in his local village. The boy was on

another continent before his loss was reported. But as a Tier One

Communicator all Paulen’s family had tracking devices. So, unaware, the

kidnappers had their every movement followed. But more importantly the

communication system worked as it had been designed to. One of the

abductors had been with a prostitute, and slipped a passing remark. And

later the same day, Jacob, the son, was observed being forced into a

transporter against his will. Information filtered back and he was found

just as he was boarding a Norden Galaxy bound vessel.

Paulen chose to study their motives rather than seek eradication. This

study proved invaluable, and led directly to the development of robots

that could fulfil the perversions these sufferers of the incurable disease

sought out. Possessed as a drug addict must have his fix. They are an

instrument, not a Power. Of course other perversions surfaced. Is it not
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part of the human condition? To enjoy; to suffer; to come to an

understanding. To understand – to despair. And then to hide, or boldly run

over the cliff’s edge.

Cheyne led the negotiations. Imagine! Every nation represented. Ha!

Usually by it’s most ardent nationalist! But the choice of representative

had been a decision made by the people, so it had to be respected. Many

sought compensation as a goal. Others sought to leave doors open for

future exploitation, or a whittling down of whatever was unanimously

agreed, and so would seem cast in concrete. But, with perseverance and

obstinate determination, in time she wore them all down, and the

nationalists became disheartened and left. To be replaced by more

unifying delegates. Ones more interested in preserving what IS important

– culture, knowledge, traditions, affinities to a place, our spiritual

connections. In other words, that which makes us genuinely unique, and

precious for that. But not language! Please, no! It serves only a function –

to communicate. It does, never has, and never will, define us! It can only

separate us, and put up barriers between us. Abandon them. With alacrity!
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But hold on, with your dying grip, to what really makes us unique. Never

let it go, never compromise it, never allow someone to take it from us. It is

through our diversity that life is enthralling. And is a vehicle for so much

more learning.

In some ways this shift in the makeup of the Assembly had its

disadvantages. Without a critical voice among the delegates laziness

developed. Quite rapidly support for the nationalists re-ignited, and these

dissenting voices brought back a more balanced debate. Frustrating

though it could be, to all appearances only wasting time, Cheyne learned

that the dissenting voice is an essential element of the alchemy of

perfection.

Albeit slowly, areas of common agreement emerged from contention.

The principle of Global Village was accepted. Each new proposal was

scrutinized for its impact on the country or planet directly affected and

then, equally diligently, its neighbourhood impact. In this way, my

neighbours concerns became my own. At first this was perceived as a

downside, until it was appreciated that whatever change was initiated, all

our interests would have equal importance.
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Negeland was the first to benefit from this. Elsewhere new laws were

being developed to allow the elimination of proven criminals. The story

went that Ryslin, Negeland’s flamboyant and sometimes ambiguous

Communicator, had made threats to a local businessman wanting to

expand his business empire. This expansion would have polluted the

primary water supply in Negeland. The businessman was powerful and

vindictive. Ryslin massed support for the prevention of the development,

whilst the businessman published wildly exaggerated reports of Ryslin’s

threats.

Hoping to discredit Ryslin, the businessman had mutilated and

murdered a young man, a well known street prostitute. Several other

deaths followed: it was never certain whether these had been also

ordered by the businessman, or were the work of Copycats. To me it

makes no matter – their blood is on his hands. In this way people were

encouraged to believe a serial killer was roaming, and that if he had not

been yet unmasked he must have protection from a high placed figure.

Ryslin was known to be homosexual and with the right rumours suspicion

began to centre on him. It didn’t help that he was notorious for verbally
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abusing his lovers. Why not physically then? One thing led to another and

Ryslin was soon in front of the courts defending his innocence. Eradication

was the only punishment if found guilty. By the end of the first day the

jury was in no doubt.

Then people remembered the principle of neighbourhood. Before this

man is eradicated think of him as my brother. No! As myself! Yes he could

be a worthless shit, but from a certain angle, aren’t we all at times?

Empathy softened the harsh glare until a clarity and objectivity allowed

them to see that of course he was incapable of such brutal, psychopathic

behaviour. Culturally he was different, but that wasn’t a crime. Now it

merely explained his unpredictable, often misunderstood, behaviour.

Wasn’t he just behaving like all Nege’s – irrational, inconsiderate,

excessive? So from a position of immediate distrust the judicial team

shifted to one of tolerance and from this position they were no longer

blinded by their prejudice.

Whilst there might be considerably too many coincidences for

everyone’s peace of mind, that’s really all they were found to be. Ryslin

had been in the area where a few of the murders took place. But the
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victims were invariably gay themselves and it was a common meeting

ground for up to 30 men conjoined in a heaving of passion. It could have

been any one of them that committed the murders.

Eventually Ryslin was exonerated, but after all he’d been through he

sought retribution. During the course of the trial he’d heard more than

enough to convince him that the businessman was behind the smear

campaign. Soon after his release Ryslin was found hanged, with the

businessman at his side, having bled to death after being shot dead

through the genitals. People asked why he had chosen such a barbaric

means of killing himself. Of course there was no one to answer that

question. Ryslin, for all his flamboyance and public persona, had no close

friends, and he’d cut all ties with his immediate family long since.

Where has this question of immortality led to? For Fury it had seemed

to hang over every action, every thought, every conversation. For Cheyne

the question started earlier along the philosophical thread: if life was a

choice what was its purpose? She had no idea. And then, given how much

longer we have, how did that impact on humanity's future? Surely The
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Earth, that most benevolent of mothers, deserved more than we

subjected her to, mindlessly, or quite wilfully. But what could Cheyne do

that would make a difference? Despite her success in almost single

handedly reimagining the UN, and rebuilding it from the ground up in this

image, she felt powerless. Because in this case she had no solutions, and

no one else seemed to have any either. Only taking the lazy, complacent

path of making ever more terrifying dystopian predictions. And when you

asked them, they’d only look smug and tell you that it was there job to

warn, not solve. So pleased with themselves, when a blind monkey could

see what was going to happen, or at least a version close enough to the

truth.

More personally, she’d lost all sense of direction. The path that had

once seemed so clear – well tended, trod by so many feet – now

whenever she sees the faint suggestion of one, she finds it overgrown and

barren of any mark to indicate someone else had recently walked on it.

Why should that concern her? Hadn’t she been told enough times she was

an iconoclast? But, it did. Sure, the bigger picture was clear to her, but a

lassitude had taken over her. She could only follow her whims, though
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even these were too frequently assailed. To find herself tormented and

caged in by obligations she knew to be pointless but could not escape, and

that daily mounted higher and threatened to topple over and drown her.

She’d wake up sweating and gasping for air after dreaming of lists of

things to be done. What was wrong with her! But she must set that aside,

for really it didn’t matter. Where was she going? What could she do to

become a Solution? Didn’t she have an obligation to be so? She’d no right

to be another hand wringing, distracted onlooker to humanity’s inexorable

decline. John Fury had told her bluntly that this was her ONLY obligation,

but she’d early choked at the thought of abandoning her other

responsibilities.

She felt, and it was nothing more than instinct, that things would only

begin to make sense again by going back: back to a time when the choices

in life were fewer. There were too many options now! To when life itself

was a lottery. When we wondered what the next day would bring.

Another day of life, or death at last? In this time Cheyne felt she would be

able to see concisely where she could best act to make a positive

difference. She had always wanted – it was her primary motivation - to
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influence a discernable change by her existence. She knew it was

egotistical, but she was who she was, however much she might want to

change or mask it.

Where to start then. Let’s not fool around: back to April 15 2003. It

would have to be then. What happened on that day and had it helped?

Was it a positive contribution to where we are today? One hundred years

on – the same life but, it seemed to her, an existence so removed from her

present as to be in another Universe. How insignificant it had seemed then,

but as with all our thoughts, words and actions, like pebbles dropped in a

lake the ripples of influence were by now vast. Oh children, think upon the

impact of your small, careless action and upon its impact on future

generations of equally thoughtless souls. At least spare THEM the impact

of your mindlessness. For some just that should be responsibility enough -

the obligation of their life.
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The Present

Cheyne led a free life. No need to work - just enjoying the hedonistic

pleasures of this beautiful earth, and exploring the spiritual dimensions

which more recently had begun to loom larger. Her child was now old

enough to travel with her. Her partner too, when he wished to explore

with her. Theirs was a looser bond which gave them the freedom to

explore loves without guilt, and unaffecting of the indestructible bond

which supported them. A bond based on a quarter of a lifetime shared of

pleasures, happiness, sadness, contentment. And of course Gordy their

daughter.

Cheyne is now on her way to Tibet, responding to The Force – that

makes it sound as if I have a choice! It draws her magnetically. She plans

to cross from India with the help of a local guide, Nima. He had been a

shepherd as a boy, so he knows every track in the mountains. Drunk and in

the dark he would still find his way true. As a boy of eight and nine he’d

often stayed far from home for weeks, caring for the yaks and goats in his
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herd. He had food brought to him by his boss; the animals were his only

companions. He experienced all weathers. Sleeping in the open on warm

summer nights. During the snow covered winters he found rude shelter in

caves. Wrapped in all he had, he would still feel cold to the core.

Sometimes he used to hear the sounds of the red panther prowling

outside, sometimes terrifyingly close by. It made him feel warmer, safer,

to think that perhaps it too was only seeking shelter. But then he’d hear it

crashing through The Bush, and its fierce roar of frustration of a lost prey.

Or when victorious, the squeal of terror abruptly cut off. Then he’d shrink

back into his furs, terrified and imagining himself in its jaws being ripped

to pieces. It would be many minutes before he’d even think of his herd,

and wonder if it was one of his goats been killed. While hoping fervently it

was not, rather a wild pig, one of the thousands that roamed the

mountains – one less of them could only be a good thing. He’d never

forget (and his heart still race at the thought of it) the scare he’d got when

he’d rounded a boulder to find, ahead of him, a wild pig in his path. He

couldn’t believe the tusks on it. Time stood still as it stared at him with its

beady black eyes. And then it had dropped its front shoulders, steaming
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breath snorting from each nostril, and charged at him. Flooring him, he’d

felt the rip of flesh, its razor sharp tusk having caught him on his ribs. And

he remembered so clearly its pungent smell. He’d managed to roll out

from underneath it and when it came at him again, he’d twisted aside at

the last moment. The hog , unable to stop, tumbled down the steep

embankment.

Later, when Nima came to, he heard close by the grunt and snort of

another pig. But when he eventually mustered the courage and opened

his eyes, terrified and certain he faced his end, he saw only a small wild

piglet hiding in the grass, just as scared as he was. Still, Nima backed

quickly away - not wanting to frighten it further, but also he’d heard the

mother pig storming through the undergrowth and knew she would soon

be there. He ran as fast as he could back to the herd and moved them on.

He didn’t think that, once re-united with her offspring, she would come

after him. But one encounter with one of the most dangerous and

unpredictable animals in the jungle was enough for one day.
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It is a day of bright dawn, clear sky, light wind. Leaving the village

ostensibly to head east, they plan to veer north to the border once

darkness falls, and make the actual crossing at dawn the next morning,

when the guards will be at their least attentive. With the certainly of a

lifetime in these mountains, after crossing the wide river plain, Nima leads

Cheyne up the first of many winding, treacherous paths that cling to the

mountainsides. In no time they’re high above the village – it looks like a

miniature, the people and animals small, perfect dolls. The river on the

outskirts of the village is now nothing more than a thin streak of silver.

And on the first peak Cheyne is rewarded for her effort by the

breathtaking sight of snow capped, wind blown mountains as, like an army

of Great Spirits, they rear into the blue sky. Spirits that demand respect.

Or face merciless death! They humble and Cheyne feels no shame in

bowing before these mighty spirits. During the course of their long and

arduous journey Nima reveals to Cheyne the secrets of the ancient rituals,

and through them are the spirits appeased.

The morning passes without incident, meeting few travelers. And,

despite the considerable size of their party, which includes five porters,
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those they do cross paths with seem more concerned with their own

concerns than Cheyne’s reasons for climbing the mountains on the India /

Tibet border. The mountain the other side of the valley is a great rearing

walls of rock with trees clinging to its face. Dramatic avalanches scar the

rock face: whole hillsides collapsed, rolling up everything in its path – a

cake mix of massive grey boulders, thin sticks of trees and the forlorn

remnants of broken houses. Above it all the snow capped peak is dotted

with tiny dwellings huddled together like lost children seeking safety in

numbers.

It is a similar view as they approach the Tibet side, though nowhere are

these mountains ever quite the same. Never can one take for granted and

become complacent of their mesmerising, brutal beauty. With every

passing hour Cheyne is made to feel smaller and less significant. As they

walk higher breath comes harder, and the wind is colder and stronger.

They reach the last village before the border close to time. Despite an

hour’s rest Cheyne is still reluctant to leave the comforting atmosphere at

the hearth of Nima’s best friend. Warmed more by the heartfelt good

wishes of the villagers, friends and relative od Nima, than by the hot drink
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one of them plies her with that sets her head spinning, Cheyne joins Nima

outside. The porters already have their packs on and are stamping their

feet to keep warm. As the snow falls in thick flakes they leave – Cheyne

daren’t look back for fear its sanctuary would draw her back. With Nima

leading the way, so sure footed like a goat, Cheyne follows more

cautiously as they walk down a steep narrow path, the only light coming

from the silvery moonlight.

Over the next hours Cheyne slips many times, and is saved only by the

rope umbilicalling her to Nima. She loses count of the times his strong

arms pull her to him: back from the precipice and eternal flight. Against

him; against his broad chest: the only time she ever feels safe in these wild,

untamable mountains. Nima seems unaffected by the strenuous and

dangerous journey while Cheyne, tired and frightened, wonders (as she

has from before they set out) if she’ll be able to overcome herself,

because it is only if she’s able to that she’ll survive what lies ahead of

them.

They now approach the riskiest part of the journey: to cross the border,

which is a kilometre ahead of them, on a lower peak. After the endless
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upward climb, they wind their way down a narrow path. A river, at first

just a faint rumbling, grows to a roar as they continue their descent. Still

more than five hundred metres above it Nima calls for a break where the

path widens out to a ledge. Until now, apart from Cheyne’s scares, the

journey has been relatively uneventful, certainly none of the terrible

disasters Cheyne had imagined have befallen them. And then, without

warning, as one of the porters prepares to take off his back pack he

overbalances. Still caught in one of the shoulder straps he follows the

heavy load as it bounces and tumbles down the almost sheer cliff face into

which their narrow path has been worn by the winds, and in places been

tortuously hacked out. One moment there, and the next gone: without a

sound, without a flurry, as if he were no more than a part of the baggage

he carried. Fortunately the accident occurred at a point overhanging the

river so the only sound of the porter’s fall is a brief splash before he

submerges. To be found bloated a week later still caught in the pack.

Taken for a smuggler; never connected to Nima and Cheyne’s party.

They can do nothing but go on. As planned, when they get within the

last hundred metres from the border post, Cheyne takes up a position in
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the middle of the group, while Nima and one of the porters go ahead of

the pack. Having each made over a hundred crossings they’re both well

known to all of the border guards. Shouts of friendly recognition greet

them – the border guards are already anticipating lucrative compensation

for turning a blind eye to the smuggling operation. Whiskey or other spirits

usually satisfy them, and Nima has come well supplied.

As he walks into the snug guardhouse Nima opens one of the bottles

and within five minutes they’re sat around the table with the bottle nearly

empty. With barely a glance in their direction, the first of the porters

passes through the now unmanned checkpoint. But when Cheyne walks

into the small but brilliantly lit spotlight in front of it immediately one of

the guards starts shouting and waving his hands for her to stop. Covered

from head to foot in heavy furs, just like all the rest of the travelers, what

had caught his attention was unclear – her fine blonde hair is well hidden

beneath a hood so large that her face is hidden, a shrouded ghost. What

he did see was never discovered, but even before she’s out of the ring of

light, the guard, swaying slightly, has planted himself in front of her, now

shouting incoherently while still windmilling his arms. Nima, calm,
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seemingly unperturbed, says something to one of the other guards and,

laughing, he shouts an order to the one confronting Cheyne. A second

earlier and the night might have been memorable only for the intrepid

journey. As it is the guard had already grabbed the hood and thrown it

roughly back.

Cheyne drops to her knees and tries to cover herself, but too late –

everyone has seen her hair. She looks up with pleading baby blue eyes.

With the guard still staring at her open mouthed, two of the porters pin

his hands behind him. In the guard room no one is moving: Nima has a gun

pointed at the head of the senior guard. This tableau remains static for a

few seconds and then the senior guard, not raising his voice, says calmly,

“If it was only me, my friend….” Head not moving, his eyes swivel in

Nima’s direction and, hands still raised, shrugs his shoulders. “Of course,

we are almost brothers, and will share many pleasant times in the future.

But these two will want something to buy their silence.” He barely

hesitates, “Let them fuck her. Let each of them fuck her and I’m sure no

one will ever hear of this.” To look at Nima you’d think the guard had

never spoken, but then something sparks in his eyes and his body hunches
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over as if about to launch himself. The sharp, metallic click as he cocks the

gun is a precise and distinct sound, as if it were the only one in the entire

world at that moment. There’s no burr to its start, no echo to its end: a

sharp incision that slits open the belly and the entrails of what might

happen next spill out for all to see. The fire remains in Nima’s eyes, and

the porter in the guard room has the look of someone that’s about to act

decisively. But before he can do anything the guard’s voice, still calm but

now authoritative, rings out as sharp and incisive as the gun click, “I did

not know she meant anything to you my friend. For that I am truly sorry….

But still I see no other way.” Without a word Nima hands the gun to the

porter and goes outside into the blizzarding snow. He pulls Cheyne gently

to her feet and takes her to one side. Cheyne listens intently to what he

has to say but never once betrays her feelings, and when he finishes she

gives a short, impassive nod. Nima takes her hand in his and looks

imploringly at her, but she shakes him off and points inside.

“…. One. One of them only – the other can watch. If he tries anything I

will kill all three of you.” Nima’s voice is cold and matter of fact – there’s
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no doubt in anyone’s mind he would carry out the threat. “Where?”

Cheyne points behind him, into the darkness of the guards’ sleeping

quarters. Spinning round wildly, for the first time Nima betrays emotion –

his face contorts in an agony of disgust. A few minutes later, with Cheyne

already inside, the two guards go into the bunk room.

The silver light of the moon is sufficient only to outline their bodies. As

one struggles to get out of his clothes, the other fumbles with freezing

fingers to turn his camera on. Cheyne lies naked on the bed of the boy

that won the right to her.

A toss of the coin. As it arcs high into the air, almost hitting the ceiling,

the light sparkles off the cheap, shiny metal disc – a relic from a distant

past; a keepsake given to the senior guard by his dying father. The coin

lands without a sound in the large, fleshy palm of his hand. His fingers

close over it before anyone can see who has the right to fuck the White

Woman; and who will be the loser that has to be satisfied with filming her

being raped. The Senior Guard backs away. Briefly opening his hand he

glances inside. Looking questioningly at the two guards, a smile spreads
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slowly across his face, and then he points at the one who’d run out and

stopped Cheyne. For a second his expression registers excitement. But

when he looks at the other guard, and sees his expression identical to his

own, the winner is suddenly unsure of himself and the pleasure is replaced

with a frown of uncertainty. His eyes cloud over for a moment, but then

he shakes his head, laughs, and punches the other guard playfully on the

shoulder.

Cheyne lies quite still on the bed, her arms above her head and legs

spread. The man, standing by the bed and naked himself now, has only to

get on her. He looks down at her body and his penis stiffens and jerks. His

eyes move slowly over her, caressing the soft, shapely outline of Cheyne’s

body – full breasts with nipples hardened in the cold; plump, welcoming

thighs; the dark mound of hair at the groin. Only her face is invisible,

hidden in a dark shadow. But once he mounts her he can see her face and

the expression on it. Only he sees her reaction to his grunted thrusting in

and out of her.
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The Animal grabs roughly at her breasts; she squirms as he squeezes

them and gives a low, interrupted cry when he pinches her nipples.

Occasionally it moans. After a few minutes its hips jerk faster and

breathing comes harder. The other guard had moved about the bed warily,

conscious of a line he is not permitted to cross. But as the other’s thrusts

indicate climax approaching, this Animal’s breath also becomes short and

urgent. A whine of anticipation escapes its lips.

For those in the front room of the guardhouse it sounds as if an animal

has been let loose in the sleeping quarters. Grunts, snuffles and yips of

pleasure – hard to tell, but it might be a pig or a dog. After only a few

minutes the moans come louder and faster. Abruptly the noise ceases.

Absolute silence. For a moment even the wind stops, before loosing a

blast that rattles the window panes.

Ten minutes later, the guards once more muffled in the heavy winter

clothing, sit around a cheap plastic table. In the middle of the table are

two empty bottles. One of the guards is taking a long pull at a newly

opened bottle. The Senior Guard glances at The Winner with a knowing

look. The boy looks troubled, eyes turned inward, immobile and
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unresponsive to The Cameraman’s jibes. He keeps tapping the pocket

where he has the camera, then gives the Senior Guard a wink, “Who really

won….”

“Shut up!” screams the senior guard. “I gave them a copy of it.

Remember that.”

A few minutes earlier the party of travelers had left. No one had

spoken since Cheyne had come out of the bunk room into the bright lights

of the guard room. Blinded by the harsh light she’d blinked, then

staggered against the wall. Time had hung emptily as she’d stood looking

blankly round the room as if she recognised no one. Nima had approached

her, an imploring look in his eyes. She looks at him without emotion and

shrugs, “What for?” Her voice is soft and feminine and sounds out of place

in the cold, empty room where the atmosphere is edged with fear and

uncertainty. And the possibility of further violence. As she’d walked past

them, she’d stared closely at each one of them. The Winner had huddled

down into himself. The Cameraman, bolder, stares back at her. The Senior

Guard looks down and away from her, so she only sees his face in profile.

Outside they’d rejoin the porters. They’d look at her inquisitively, unsure
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how to respond. Cheyne smiles at the two female porters she’d become

close to – their faces fill with sadness, and a guarded anger.

One nods at her in understanding. At this the men lose interest and

start pulling on their packs. Nima talks to the Senior Guard for a few

minutes more before rejoining the group. He takes her arm; she stiffens

momentarily and then relaxes, and presses her face against his broad

chest. Shortly after, at a command from Nima, they begin the steep climb

up the path that leads away from the guardhouse and into Tibet.

The path winds delicately around every obstacle. Doubling back on

itself, sometimes narrowing until it seems to disappear altogether. At

times it hangs out far over the black drop; at others it appears to lead into

it. But always upwards. Upwards. Into the night sky that sparkles with a

shower spread of stars - into which to fly freely with the Spirits. And grows

colder. Cheyne begins to struggle, unable to feel her feet. Her body shakes

with cold and delayed reaction from the ordeal. Just as it seems she can go

no further they come to the pile of hidden clothes. Great skins, given

unwillingly but cherished for the lives they will now sustain. A brief

moment to give thanks for the lives given up.
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Now suitable dressed for the freezing conditions ahead they climb on,

ever higher, entering now the region where they can expect to face the

full force of the elements. The wind until then had been gusting –

dangerous enough, as a sudden change could throw them off balance. But

now it settles into a dull roar which tears at their clothes, seems to tear at

their being. And when they round a corner into the full force of it, it’s like

a rope pulling them back – every step an effort of will. When an even

stronger blast nearly throws her off the path Cheyne turns to look for

Nima. With a shock she sees that several of the porters are missing. Panic

freezes her; she finds herself unable to take another step.

Could she be walking into a trap? To be abandoned in this featureless

wilderness? For some reason suddenly she has an urge to throw off her

clothes. Immediately she tries Nima is at her side, holding her in a tight

bear hug. He comforts her, “We still have enough porters. Look at them”

Strong, sturdily built young men and women. No longer smiling, struggling

too, teeth gritted. “But the spirits protect them. Look how the wind blows

the snow over our tracks. And their smell away from the snow wolves that

might attack or warn others of our presence.”
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Added to Cheyne’s other difficulties, they’ve passed the 3500m mark,

so the altitude has for some time been affecting her – not her breathing,

as some people had warned her, but that every step takes so much effort.

And as they’ve climbed higher its effect has only got worse. She’s also

feeling dizzy, as if drunk. She’s not sure but she thinks she’s also

hallucinating. Over the last half an hour, when they’d seen only a handful

of travelers all night, suddenly now there’s dozens of anonymous figures

coming towards them. All of them encased in heavy, hooded furs so its

impossible to see their faces, even when they suddenly loom up in front of

her. Strangest of all, when she turns around, and though there’s still a

throng coming towards her, behind her there’s no one. And how they

walked: what is it about the way they move? Something wrong, but she

can’t think. Can’t think straight about anything.

They’d rested where the cache of clothes were hidden and now Nima

calls for them to start again. Head down - Cheyne daren’t look up because

just in the few metres in front of her the ground is almost to head height –

she gets slowly to her feet. For Cheyne it’s as if they’d never taken a break,

her legs feeling so heavy she can’t lift them anymore – she can only lean
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forward and then shuffle her legs to keep balance. She imagines this is

how old people must feel. After ten minutes of this self pity overwhelms

her and, tears running down her face, she stops abruptly, unable to take

another step. Just then, some way off, as in a fog, she hears Nima shout

triumphantly, “Here! We’ve reached the pass. You’ve made it!”

Cheyne looks up. It’s the most amazing sight. Nima had told her what

to expect when they reached the summit, but she’d thought he’d been

exaggerating. In fact he’d barely done it justice. Through the narrow pass,

beyond the moving sillouette of each porter as they reach the crest then

drop away as they begin their descent, it’s as if the whole world lies

beneath her. With the few dregs of energy remaining her she climbs up to

the pass and looks down. Like soldiers on parade, row upon row of snow

capped mountains, in the distance giving way to the grey, cragged faces of

the lower peaks. Almost at the horizon, and only in a small corner of the

north east, there’s a smudge of bright green – it might be forest or field,

but it’s too far away to tell. Cheyne imagines, just beyond the horizon, the

first small signs of humanity. She clings desperately to this image because
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here, in every direction, there’s nothing but nature in its most brutal,

unforgiving form.

Looking down at the porters, carrying their huge packs, they look tiny

and supremely vulnerable against this backdrop. She remembers the

feeling when she first saw them at the start of the journey: small figures,

yes, fragile even in the great mountain setting, but resilient, pulsating

strength. Something solid – one of the primary forms of the mountain. But

now, just fragile; interlopers. There was no place here for life, only the

immutable elements.

Cheyne feels Nima’s arm about her shoulder and she sags against him.

He whispers into her ear, “The snow falls only lightly now, but the wind

will pick up again. But we’ll be sheltered by the mountain. The Spirits are

being kind to us.” She’d noticed a few of the porters smiling again; they

must feel it too. Only those for whom this is home – I feel only

desperation. And out of place. Fear for the future. At last able to think of

reaching their destination, the possibility of failure haunts her. A spectre

which will hang over her for the remainder of the journey.
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So much talk! Promises that all dirty energy would be banned. But not

in their lifetime! Always it would be the responsibility of the next

generation of leaders to take the hard, unpopular decisions needed to

clear up the mess they’d leave behind. Despite having the scientific means,

and all the justification a politician could need to act urgently. Many

smaller nations - not without difficulty, and requiring wise, determined,

unwaivering leadership – had fully embraced non polluting renewables.

But the big energy consumers – lazy, short sighted, but thinking

themselves oh, so clever! Still slurped on oil like a cock hungry slut unable

to get enough of it down her throat!

Despite the biting cold Cheyne’s cheeks redden at the image and she

laughs at herself. Glancing at Nima walking at her side, he smiles lovingly

back at her. God, if he only knew what’s going on in my head right now!

But she could never help it. She’d been watching a porn video with a

boyfriend, semen spraying everywhere on the screen, and somehow it had

reminded her of a gushing oil well! And after that the image had stuck.

The Chinese are hosting the conference in Lhasa, Tibet, and making all

sorts of promises: she wondered which, if any, were genuine. What would
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it take for the them and the other sluts to act! These thoughts play on

Cheyne’s mind as she begins the tentative descent down the Tibet side of

the mountain pass. Back into the chaos. She feels it – a descent into chaos

and madness. Whereas up here her mind has been so clear and free – a

feeling of spaciousness.

Nima is just behind Cheyne; she can hear him talking to one of the

porters about their plans for when they reach the border post, and

beyond, civilisation. Does she catch a note of regret in their voices? Do

they too feel lighter, more free up here? Spending most of their lives up

here in the wild mountains, yes, man’s pettiness must spur them to

escape the madhouse as soon as they can.

Ahead, in a snaking line beneath her, are the porters, now so much

more like the sturdy mountain yaks they’d first resembled. Covering the

ground in a steady, plodding rhythm, nothing to stand in their way. She

smiles, but then her face falls – an image of all those selfish, self satisfied

fools she’d have to face in a few days keeps invading her thoughts. She

stops abruptly and shakes her head. Behind her Nima, engrossed in

conversation with the porter, bumps into her. She stumbles, at the same
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time turning to laugh at their clumsiness. But her expression changes to

horror when she finds there’s no purchase beneath her leg, and she

lurches forward onto virgin snow. With the weight of her heavy clothing a

momentum takes over her. The path had appeared quite wide at this

point, but in a moment she’s at the edge and nothing to stop her falling.

Nima shouts a warning, and she feels him clutching at her clothing, but

beneath her feet there’s no longer the press of gravity, and then she

tumbles into nothing.

Heart in her mouth she only knows she’s falling because the wind is

howling in her ears. Otherwise, in the pitch dark, her senses tell her

nothing. Nothing to tell her how far she’s fallen, and how much further

until she slams into the rocks below.

To her surprise the dominant feeling is not fear, but regret that she

wouldn’t complete her mission. That above everything, life even, was

most important to her. Laughs - why did I build so many fears around the

future? This thought, in the seconds that stretch to hours, completely

occupies her mind: it really is only the present that matters. Yes, plan of

course; we must have a direction to follow. But invest nothing in it. And
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now, let me experience the last few moments of it fully – every beauty,

every pain, every understanding. Recognising and discarding all the

pettiness we surround ourselves in.

And then, knowing she has only moments left, her mind empties of all

thought. At this she becomes supremely aware of her senses. The sound

of the rushing wind. The cold on her face. The incredible lightness of her

body, so opaque it’s as if she’s already left it. Oh, the exhilaration! She is a

bird, at one with the spirits. She feels wings forming where once had been

arms. She doesn’t care what happens; this second is the most enriched of

her whole life. Her body involuntarily – oh how she wishes it would not –

starts to tense in anticipation. Surely it must be almost over? Surely? In

that same instant she wonders – again wishing not to – what her future

might have been.

And then. Like the loving embrace of a god, she feels strong arms about

her and an instant later she jolts upwards. Nima’s face – she’ll forever

remember every sun lined wrinkle of it - in front of hers. Fear etched,

certain he’d lost her. She buries her face in his chest and clings to him.
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Senses still overload her – the smell of him; his heat; heart thumping in his

chest; every movement of his body.

Still pitch dark, she only knows the parachute has slowed them because

the wind is no longer roaring in her ears. Nima the only thing she can see.

All about her, wherever she looks, so black it’s as if she were blindfolded.

But then suddenly the hard grey rocks rush up towards them. She screams.

We’re going too fast. Oh god, like this! Cheyne clings to tighter to Nima. At

the last moment Nima lets go of her and pulls on the parachute strings.

For a moment they seem to float above the rocks before landing with a

light bump on the wide ledge. Instinctively she looks up and high above

them, very faintly she can see lights waving steadily to and fro. Then the

white parachute drops over them and she and Nima are enveloped in the

fine silk material. Cheyne has a sudden image of a bride in voluminous

white; she laughs and whispers in Nima’s ear. He pulls her tightly to him,

“The parachute was an afterthought. Lucky I listened to my instinct.” He

looks guiltily into her eyes; she pulls his face to her and kisses his closed

lids, “It was my fault. Preoccupied by what’s ahead. Not looking where I

was going. It wasn’t your fault darling!” She strokes his head, “You saved
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me. I’m glad.” She laughs; it came out wrong. Kisses his lips tenderly, “No

more games. We don’t have time for that, do we?”

Nima nods simply and drops his head, “I tried to grab you and with that

I went over too. You were always just out of reach; I was afraid I’d never

catch up with you. But then you spread yourself, and that slowed you

down incredibly fast. I thought then I was going to go past you! But

somehow you shifted straight into my path.” He smiles cautiously,

“Straight into my arms.” He looks wonderingly at her, “We‘ll have to wait

for the others; let me signal to them where we are and then find

somewhere to wait for them.” Having signaled they take a look around

and very quickly find, at the back of the shelf, hard up against the rock

face, an abandoned hut. Leaving a beacon out side the door they go inside.

Apart from a pile of heavy furs the hut is empty. To Cheyne it feels like

another signal. She turns to Nima; lips part to say words of endearment.

But before she can speak the man, normally taciturn and undemonstrative,

grabs her and pulls her roughly to him, and crushes his lips against hers.

The furs become a bed. Touching with fingers, tongues. Bodies writhed

in ecstasy. Heat. Their bodies steaming, fuelled by an abandon to the
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moment. As animals, her face buried in the matted fur. He drives into her

fiercely. As if needing to prove she is really there: alive. Nima has never

experienced such a free woman, and himself, he’s normally conservative

in his lovemaking. But with her he’s able to abandon all inhibition and

follow, wherever passion takes them. He feels, at the first instant of climax,

as powerful as a god astride a goddess. In loving slaughter. She quivers

under him. Impaled. He is the mountains, she the still, deep lakes. At its

end he falls upon her, pulls the coats over them against the bitter cold.

They drift into a delicious half sleep, after some time becoming distantly

aware of the noise of the approaching porters. From their cocooned

obscurity, suddenly the small hut is illuminated like a stage. Laughter

ripples over them: a sudden feeling of connection among them all as

they’re each reminded of their own experiences of love.

And of how, this day, they’ve seen death cheated. By love. The flimsy

walls seem suddenly a haven from all Cheyne’s cares. She would later

swear she felt the heat of a fire in the empty hearth; could hear and smell

the crackling wood. As she pulls on the heavy mountain climbing clothes
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she looks around her. She sees only the faces of friends, when only

minutes before most of them had been strangers.

But there is one that draws back. Pima, unknown to Cheyne, loved her

passionately. A sick jealous love that claws her insides. An agony

unexpressed. She dreads the inevitable rejection but cannot turn away

from the powerful feelings she has for Cheyne. Her feelings are so strong

they must be obvious she feels, but they go unnoticed by the others,

Cheyne included.

With Cheyne and Nima dressed, they set off once again for the

rendezvous with the truck that will take them to Lhasa. A day’s walk at

most to get to the road and then, if it’s held up through the winter,

another day to get to the city. So long as the truck is there! Her mind

starts to run its usual course, worrying over all the things that could go

wrong. Emotions start to well up; a feeling of being overwhelmed. But

then, without any effort of will on her part, the oppressive feeling is

punctured and quickly dissipates. Her thoughts turn back to the present.

She smiles to herself, and walks a little faster so she can catch up with

Nima who, as usual, is at the front. Without feeling the need for words,
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she takes his hand and squeezes it. He turns and smiles, and nods simply.

It’s a trait she loves in him. Acceptance and understanding: even when he

might not know everything, of what he does, it is enough. She lets her

hand fall and drops back into the body of the group. Time will no longer

control me; it will only spur me to urgency to complete what is really

important. Because I don’t have time for mundane things. ‘Being

Productive’, that obsession, I can let that go too. Yeah right, ‘Doing

Something Useful’. When most of it was nothing of the sort. Abandon it,

for the pointlessness it always was.

Walking has become almost automatic; Cheyne’s mind drifts again, but

this time it’s to recollections that when she’d first heard them had made

her laugh out loud. Recollections of the anarchic protestors up in Lhasa: it

might be their first non violent resistance, but they seem to have a natural

aptitude for it.

It all starts with vague rumors of a cartoon circulating in the

underground social media in China. Which bursts into the mainstream

with a story broken by the Australian public broadcaster. The politic
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started immediately with accusations by Chinese State Media that

somehow ASIO was involved in the cartoon’s release. Why Australia’s

secret service should be involved in the release of a cartoon is perhaps

more readily answered when one recalls the longstanding and vitriolic

animosity between China and Australia. And not forgetting China’s

extraordinary sensitivity to their still revered former leader President Xi,

who had remained in power for nearly forty years, and was only ‘replaced’

when a junior official drunkenly admitted the man had been dead for five

years.

The offending cartoon shows Poo Bear smoking like a chimney and

farting a constant stream of green/brown gas. The reason for this

caricature was briefly unclear until environment activists pointed out it

was probably in protest at the swathe of coal fired power stations (which

had been relocated to Tibet from China), along with the accelerating

programme of shoddily constructed nuclear power plants. Again only

existent in Tibet, which allowed the Chinese to persist with their claim to

be the cleanest developed economy. It is certainly true that in the ethnic

Han heartland one will only find solar, wind and hydro power. Their
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remote location also made it easy for the Chinese State Media (such

experts they’d have done this with their eyes closed) to cover up the

several nuclear disasters which led to thousands of deaths and the plague

of birth defects which followed. Politically and personally there would

have been no sleep lost among the Dictatorship’s leadership. As one

quipped, “After all, fewer Tibetans can only ever be a good thing.”

Of course the cartoon’s release has been timed to coincide with the

upcoming “Forward Environment!” summit. A peculiarly named vehicle for

the Chinese to promote their environmental credentials, with its echoes of

proletariat politics, and suitably authoritarian to remind the growing

number of China’s vassal states (Cambodia and the Philippines in Asia

and…. well…. most of Africa) who they depend on for their survival. And

what is expected of them at the upcoming summit in return for China’s

patronage. If the recent past is anything to go by, it will be an opportunity

taken to lambast the other leading economies for their woeful

environmental records – which is of course utterly deserved.

Unfortunately, like a small, inconsequential pebble, Tibetan activists,

with external support, are planning to call the Chinese out for their far
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worse environmental performance in Tibet: in addition to the production

of dirty, dangerous energy, all the worst polluting factories in China have

for some time been allowed to continue production, but only after

agreeing to pay for their relocation to the Tibetan heartland. Once there

they may (and they do) continue to discharge their foul smelling electric

blue, green or rainbow colored chemicals into the once pristine,

Himalayan fed rivers, and turn them into toxic ponds.

The release of a cartoon of Poo Bear, looking rather disgruntled, being

shuffled onto a train with a tag round his neck declaring, “Banished to Wu

Yue” would seen a somewhat tepid response to this environmental

barbarism. But this is China. Anyone showing it has their establishment

destroyed; there are even reports of people being murdered in their

homes for just watching it. The producers of the video, already spirited

out of the country, are tracked down to a remote property in the

Australian Outback: the Safe House is firebombed and everyone inside it

perishes.

But nothing can stop the cartoon’s popularity and wildfire circulation. It

has the advantage of being professionally produced and having very funny
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dialogue and storyline. As Poo is marched onto the train someone shouts,

“You can smoke and fart as much as you want where you’re going!” Wu

Yue, to the uninitiated, is the collected name for China’s most famous

mountains, and includes the revered Yellow Mountain. Poo has hardly

been on the train for a few minutes when everyone is seen running from

his compartment and cramming themselves into one of the other, already

overcrowded, carriages. We see Poo Bear all alone, looking round rather

stupidly, the compartment already filled with the foul smelling

green/brown gas. The cartoon cuts to Poo on top of Yellow Mountain

contentedly smoking and farting, while in the foreground is a typical

looking Chinese tourist complaining that the mountain stinks and wants to

know, “”Why is it called Yellow Mountain when it’s brown? And what’s all

the fuss, it’s filthy and stinks.”

It’s a clever piece of protest since in a few minutes it explains, or at

least raises, all the salient issues which the Tibetan environmental activists

want to educate their people about. But the protest and education

doesn’t stop there. Graffiti of the same smoking and farting Poo Bear

appears on the Great Wall of China, accompanied by guerilla appearances
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of life size Disneyesque smoking/farting Poo Bears being chased along The

Wall by enraged PLA soldiers. This is China and so, while humor, albeit it

clever and pointed, is their only weapon, the Dark Forces of Repression

make no concessions. As an example, several of these comic figures are

killed and thrown off The Wall. This goes on until someone presumably

pointed out the symbolic incongruity of a Poo Bear figure (that is clearly a

representation of President Xi and China itself) being battered to death

until their outfit is drenched in blood, and their body being enthusiastically

hurled off The Great Wall. Of course, it is not easy to deal with such

subtleties when your natural (only usually) recourse is brutal violence –

but that is the strength of NVR.

It cannot be said that the tide was turned by the hacking of all State

Media, to be replaced with short broadcasts of the justification for the

activists’ actions, followed by a warning to expect even more extreme

violence from the forces of the Chinese Dictatorship. But following it

everyone was fully informed and thereafter it was impossible to suppress

debate. It often also raised the issue of autonomy for the Tibetan Nation –

a subject never far below the surface for these proud and independent
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people. And a reminder of the huge disparities between the population.

It’s not only financial (which is bad enough) but the Tibetans are treated as

second class by the ethnic Han. Some…. Well, you would treat an animal

better than the way they behave. This awakening is as the Resisters had

hoped for.

Yes, Cheyne thinks to herself, the stage has certainly been well set. It

lifts her, and she looks forward with excitement to the days ahead. There

it is! The truck, looking tiny with the great mountain behind it, is waiting

for them exactly where they said it would be. Stop worrying! Can’t you see!

Cheyne notices the driver looks scared, but with so much going on she’s

no time to wonder why and soon forgets about it. Leaving the porters to

make the arduous return journey across the majestic mountain ranges,

there’s just Cheyne, Nima and Pema alone in the back of the truck as the

engine roars into life and signals the beginning of the journey to Lhasa.

With all of them tired, conversation soon peters out. Cheyne leans up

against Nima and closes her eyes but sleep is impossible. They set off on

the narrow road, lurching from one huge pothole to the next. The journey
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is interminable and any moment she expects to plunge over the edge of

the cliff. And now, just sitting in the back of the truck, in the freezing, high

altitude conditions, it doesn’t seem to matter how many layers she puts

on, the wind cuts through her. The feeble heating – hoses hooked up to

the hot air ducts in the cab - merely remind her that heat exists, but does

nothing to warm her. The landscape, though mountainous, is barren of

any features of interest to distract her from the physical pain of the cold,

which penetrates to her core. With the journey barely started she’s losing

feeling in her arms and legs. With darkness falling, the only break in the

monotony is an occasional light from a farm.

However these feelings of self pity are instantly thrust from her mind

when, rounding a corner, they’re confronted with a hastily erected barrier

and guns pointed at them from all sides. Masked faces; she couldn’t even

tell if they were men or women. No expression to humanize them. The

driver, obviously in on the plot, disappeared as soon as he’d pulled up the

vehicle. Fortunately the porters had headed back to India as soon as

they’d reached the truck stop, leaving Pima, Nima and Cheyne alone to

make the journey to Lhasa. Cheyne is relieved they won’t be involved.
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They, proud mountain men, would have tried to resist, in the face of

whatever impossible odds. So it was now just the three of them that faced

the guns, their futures once again precarious. Cheyne senses the heavy

hand of the Chinese Military Machine at play. Of course they would have

made it their business to know she was on the way to Lhasa, and be in no

doubt why. Because without Cheyne to lead them, who have no practical

knowledge of Satyagraha, their actions would be directionless,

inconclusive. Yes, she would be the only one present with the experience

to keep abreast of the rapidly shifting play of the confrontation between

the Tibetan protestors and the PLA thugs. And know the best response to

off guard and keep the pressure on them and their brute Commanders, for

whom human life is a tool, a weapon even, never a sanctity. Of course

they’ll stop at nothing to prevent me reaching Lhasa, whatever the

diplomatic or commercial repercussions. This is, after all, about Face, and

before that everything else takes second place.

Cheyne’s thoughts are brutally interrupted when two of the heavily

armed PLA soldiers jump into the back of the truck and one of them

smashes a rifle butt into her face. As she falls unconscious she sees Nima,
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who’d tried to protect her, suffer the same fate. Cheyne comes to alone in

the back of a PLA truck parked on the side of the rutted, precarious road

that is little more than a track. They’d deliberately chosen this dangerous

back road, once in fact the main thoroughfare to Lhasa, over the newer

multi lane freeway which forms part of the militarily strategic

infrastructure the Chinese have built up under the guise of commercial

expediency. She feels helpless and frustrated. How could such a clumsy

plan have been effective? Her mind still fogged, it’s only then she realises

that Pima is not there. But just then she reappears, apparently free and

unharmed. A sudden image jags – of her and Nima being brutalized while

Pima looks on, unafraid, disinterested almost. Cheyne called to her,

“What’s happening Pima?” Pima spits out the words. “Don’t speak to me.

You’ll know soon enough.”

Immediately everything is clear. “You!” Cheyne can’t believe it was

Pima that betrayed them. She laughs coldly. “Ah! You take some notice of

me at last. It took my hate for that. Love was always spurned.” Cheyne

doesn’t understand. “What do you mean. I love you. I have always loved

you. My sister.” Anger flares momentarily in Pima’s face again. “Do I have
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to spell it out ?” But then her eyes empty of feeling, “We’re wasting time.

If you’re smart you can still make the start of the summit. No-one need

ever know. All that’s required is to give an assurance that you won’t stir up

trouble and you’ll be free to go to Lhasa. Of course we’ll keep

insurance….” Cheyne whispers Nima’s name, and Pima’s lip curls in

contempt. “We also have several other people you care about under

round the clock surveillance.” Pima’s snarling laughter rings out, “Better

make up your mind quick: the lives of five people are in your hands.” She

appears to revel in having Cheyne’s undivided attention.

Cheyne tries to reason with her, “What difference does it make? The

Tibetan are determined to protest.” Pima laughs dismissively, “Without

you? You underestimate yourself. They’ll try something, sure, but they’ll

only end up making fools of themselves – as they always do when they

challenge our authority.”

“You can’t hold me forever. I’ll come back later; there’ll be other

opportunities.” Pima walks up to Cheyne, close enough that she feels the

heat of her breath. Looking down at Cheyne, her face suddenly contorts

and she slaps Cheyne hard across the face. For a moment she’d thought
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Pima was going to kiss her. “We can do whatever we wish. Who said we

have to hold you. A spy ? We have so many choices. Or you could just turn

up on a slab.” Pima looks quizzically at Cheyne, “You think your father will

save you?” A cold laugh then her voice rises to a scream, “We’re not afraid

of him. A toothless old tiger, more interested in skirt these days, than

fighting. Come on! Do you really have a choice?” Eyes narrow, “But it

better be convincing. Remember we have Nima here. It would be a

personal pleasure to torture him should you have any second thoughts

about betraying us.”

At that moment Cheyne knows what she must do, and also knows that

Nima would approve. Brave men are rare, but she would have no

hesitation to sacrifice him for a greater good. As she agreed to Pima’s

demands she struggled to contain her feelings for Nima. Surely they must

show! She thinks of the times they’ve spent together, and consoles herself

by telling herself that their relationship will never end. She has only to

recall his humour, his passion, in whatever he’s doing. But, how she would

miss his caring friendship. A physical presence aside of him - something

immovable, dependable. How would she ever replace that? When
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everything was so impermanent now. Yet, there are greater

responsibilities than personal desire; more than the call of our heart even.

And we must not hesitate when confronted by them. Our life on Earth,

one of an infinite stream, is not a right, but a privilege. And some of us are

recalled to pay the debt for us all. Who would live with the dishonor if we

refused? Thereafter, whatever might have been joy would be infected; the

taste bitter, rancid.

She thinks of what they’re both striving for, and this comforts her; her

racing heart settles. To force this great tanker of careless disregard for the

environment – yes, given the issue at stake, the simile is apt – to change

course before it founders on the reef and spills disaster. For a moment she

lets her thoughts drift, but she can’t escape the ugly reality for long. She

must face the consequences of her decision: not only will Nima die, but

the others too – she can think of who they might be, but the uncertainty

of who they’re targeting is more unsettling than if she knew.

Soon Nima will be dead, at her hand. How will she be able to live

without him? Perhaps she could abandon this mission that had driven her

all these years? She can picture how it would be. A flowered garden, old
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age, peace. Nima present in every tantalizing image. She crushes it. She’s

no idea of her future, but this would not be it. She knows many lives will

be sacrificed in the ensuing struggle, perhaps even her own. But that is

always so. She doesn’t stop to think “Why me?” She already knows: it is

her destiny. Whatever lies ahead, she no longer cares. She knows this

excess of pain at Nima’s loss will pass, if time is allowed her. But she also

knows that, to her last breath, she will ache to hear his voice and hold his

hand.

Her reverie is broken by Pima’s cold, flat voice. “Do you want to see

him?”

“Who? Nima!” How could she face meeting him? Knowing she was to

be the instrument of his death. But she can’t avoid it. If she doesn’t go

Pima will be suspicious.

She’s led down interminable corridors and finally arrives at a bland

room, spotless; nothing distinguishing about it. Thank god! He’s still

unconscious. Please don’t waken, I don’t think I could stand that. When he

stirs she nearly runs from the room. She touches his face, running her

fingers over the outline of his features then runs her tongue over her
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fingers, to taste the salt of his sweat. She leans imperceptibly forward,

trying to catch the imprint of his smell. But the room is fetid, smelling of

shit, piss and blood. Then she realizes this is him she’s smelling. His blood

pooled on the floor around him. Limbs broken, chained to the floor, and

so defecating where he lies.

Cheyne closes her eyes and tries to imagine him, to reconstruct him in

her mind. She cannot. But what does it matter? We’re not blood and

bones but an energy uniquely colored by a personality which wraps

around and mask the Godness within us all – a perfection of WisdomLove.

But what was it made her love him apart from all others? He, what

defined him, could not be captured in this way? She wished he become a

part of her; absorb his beauty and strength to complement her own. And

she living the unlived portion of his life for both of them.

She can see Pima becoming impatient. Cheyne bends down and strokes

his face lovingly and then kisses him gently on the forehead. He smiles and

he seems – she couldn’t ever be sure she didn’t imagine this – to give a

faint nod. Cheyne looks up to find Pima staring at her, her body rigid, at

attention. But her eyes betray her – a look of desperate longing, as if she
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would do anything to be in Nima’s place. Perhaps she sees pity in Cheyne’s

expression because her eyes blaze for a moment and then her face

becomes a mask. Cheyne gets up quickly and, without looking at Pima

again, quickly leaves. She must go to Lhasa: for Nima’s sacrifice she must

succeed! She focuses her mind on this, to give her legs the strength to

carry her away from him. Otherwise they would surely buckle. She finds

the strength she needs but as she walks slowly down the echoing corridor

her mind recoils at the thought of Nima’s torture and drawn out death at

Pima’s hands. Her legs suddenly give way and she crumples to her knees.

The guard drags her to her feet, the whole time screaming at her, then

pushes her forward at the end of the gun barrel. She’s glad Pima hadn’t

seen her, certain she’d have realised the significance of her collapse.

And so the interrupted journey begins again. To all appearances no

different from an hour ago apart from Nima’s absence. She imagines him

dead already and sits with this feeling, letting it sink into her

consciousness and become a part of her reality’s tapestry. As the signposts

for Lhasa count down the distance, Cheyne starts thinking of the

modifications to her plans for the protest that will be necessary with the
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new circumstances. Better that she’s not at the forefront – she’d only be

arrested. No, let them think it’s an action organised completely by the

Tibetans. It would make the PLA Commanders complacent. She would

hold back until the momentum of the protest had built enough that her

presence alongside the Tibetan leaders would overwhelm the PLA and

carry victory to the protestors. Telling the crowds of their blackmail, and

Nima’s sacrifice. Lhasa has been a powder keg for decades, and the Dalai

Lama had thrown his support behind it once Cheyne had convinced him of

their peaceful determination. At one point he’d even wanted to send his

own emissary to join in the protest. Perhaps he still would?

Arriving in Lhasa with dawn still breaking they speed quickly through

the empty streets to a discrete hotel near the airport. With a degree of

equanimity she had not expected she leaves the convoy and walks into the

hotel. It is a typical bland tourist hotel like so many others. Perfect for

their requirements. The staff are courteous and efficient and her

immediate needs are quickly met. And then she’s told, to her great

surprise, that she’s free to go wherever, and meet whoever, she wishes. It

must have shown on her face because the PLA Commander accompanying
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her smiles grimly and explains, “Your friend Pima - or should I give her full

title, Brigadier Pima Li, Commander Internal Security Western Region – has

given a personal assurance that you will act in accordance with the wishes

of The Party. She has also arranged permits for the Leaders of The Tibetan

Protest Movement in order for you to meet with them and diffuse the

tensions they’ve been formenting these last few weeks.” The PLA officer

hands Cheyne a piece of folded paper, “She also asked me to give you this

message. I trust you will follow her orders.”

Cheyne unfolds the paper, giving it only a cursory look, at the same

time wondering why Pima would bother writing to her. “I know you will do

the right thing. The sacrifice will be worthwhile.” Cheyne stuffs the paper

into her pocket, desperately trying to maintain a look of disinterest. She

smiles thanks and turns quickly away, her mind reeling. Could it really be?

Pima on their side? She must forgive her. We are, after all, innocent of all

our crimes – they are not acts of free will, but all we know.

Excited about the upcoming meeting, she can see clearly the

opportunity the protest presents, a catalyst for a peaceful global uprising

against the iniquity that had been endured for too long. Her passionate
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hope is that as news spreads that non violent protest, Satyagraha, can

succeed, it will silence the sometimes deafening calls for terrorist action.

That it is the only effective solution. And that violence is only a blunt,

ineffective instrument that would only ever be met by greater, more

inventive, violence by the State. Through it all she will never forget her

lover Nima. How could she, these actions are a monument to his memory.

She smiles, easily imagining him at the heart of any of the non violent

actions already taken place or those planned to shake the Chinese

complacency.

It seems that the Tibetan activists she’s going to meet for the first time

in a few minutes have, as she’d suggested, been keeping a relentless

pressure up on a broad front. No one could say they’re not inventive

either! As soon as they could pick up the radio they heard of the uproar

over another NVR action. The ethnic Chinese population, since China won

the World Cup, have been soccer crazy. Someone had had the bright idea

to restage the last few rounds of the competition to coincide with the

Summit, with the actual national teams of the last sixteen playing for a
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prize pool of $10 Million. The first game was due to start today,

concurrent with the arrival of the environmental delegates. But overnight

the grass on all the pitches had started to die in large patches. At first the

ground staff were being blamed, with the usual terrifying threats being

made against them and their families by faceless officials of the Secret

Police. But then the Head of Football China receives a call from one of the

international news media helicopters who are live streaming footage from

above one of the stadiums. Everything is suddenly frighteningly clear: the

blanched grass spells out several slogans supporting the non violent

resistance campaign, which of course includes several references to the

smoking/farting Poo Bear. At several of the stadiums the there’s even

cartoons of him releasing a huge fart cloud. Reluctantly the competition is

cancelled. One can only imagine the retribution wreaked on the innocent

Tibetan population.

On another news channel comes through a report of a massive

demonstration in Central Square in the centre of Lhasa. In fact all the signs

referring to this location have been carefully repainted, renaming it “Poo

Stinks!” Square. Although dawn is only just breaking there’s already a
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huge, peaceful crowd of several hundred thousand formed. In it’s very

centre is a large stage (though from the sky it’s dwarfed by the crowd and

imposing State buildings that surround the square), on which several well

known speakers have already assembled. The first has only just started –

reinforcing justification for the non violent resistance and calling out the

inevitable red herring arguments put forward by the State Media – but

already several military units are hacking their way through the crowd,

which is nearly a hundred metres deep, to get to the stage. The long,

heavy, metal tipped bamboo poles rain down on the undefended heads of

the seated protestors who’ve now (as they were trained) interlocked their

arms. No one makes any attempt to protect themselves, and despite the

swathe of broken, unconscious bodies, the police units are able to make

little headway. Afraid, they’re unwilling to break into smaller, more agile

sections, and so find themselves stuck at the periphery of the crowd,

which allows those on the stage to complete their speeches.

Suddenly a roar goes up and everyone, arms still locked, jumps to their

feet. On the stage is a life size Poo Bear belching cigarette smoke. He has

his back turned to the audience and is waving his bottom provocatively.
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Everyone’s laughing and cheering, egging him on. A loud fart blares out

from the speakers, and a great cloud of green/brown gas streams out of

his backside. With a light swirling breeze the stream of colored gas slowly

drifts out over the heads of the protestors. Starting at the stage, as it

comes over them, the audience pretends to be choking and fall to the

ground in a Mexican Wave.

All of this is caught by the helicopters flying overhead, and the satellite

cameras beaming to news stations the world over. Suddenly attention is

drawn to the edge of the crowd. Seizing the opportunity the SWAT have

begun a murderous attack on the now standing figures. Knocking them out

they fall, arms released, which allows the SWAT to make rapid progress

towards the stage. On reaching it, like ants they swarm over it. At one

point a bloodied Poo Bear is hurled into the crowd, closely followed by the

lifeless bodies of the speakers – all of them are killed or die later in

hospital. As the crowds disperse, running for their lives, only the Real Dead

are left for the sky cameras to record.
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As they make their way into the meeting room Cheyne, who arrived a

little earlier, is shocked by what she sees. A few of the Tibetan activist

leaders manage to walk unaided, but most of them are in wheelchairs, and

none of them have gone unscathed. Her first thought is that she must

educate them about leadership. Though they reject violence, they must

think of the struggle in the same terms as a military conflict, which

requires two tiers of leadership. There is first the strategists, planners and

senior leaders who will direct strategy and must be kept safely away from

direct confrontation with their opponent, the Chinese political and military

machine. Their role is more important than showing bravery by leading

from the front – she is in no doubt they have that in spades. No, they must

let the junior commanders, charismatic and natural leaders, to take charge

of the face to face tactics of resistance.

But now is not the time for anything that might smack of recrimination:

they have much to discuss. She asks Panit, the only leader of the activists

she knows, “I’ve heard of many of the actions; can you bring me up to

date with the most recent events.” She hears more details of some of the

confrontations she’s already familiar with – the repeated stories of
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extraordinary courage reduce Cheyne to tears on several occasions. This

happens also when she hears of the other operations she’s hearing about

for the first time, that the State Media had been successful in preventing

from reaching the outside world.

The Minister for the Environment, accompanied by the Head of the

Chinese EPA, knows exactly what to expect once they exit the safe cloister

of the limousine transporting them to another of the showcase Clean

Energy sites designed to make a lie of the NVR activists’ claims. There are

in fact only five such sites in the whole of Tibet, which contribute such an

insignificant portion of the overall energy production of the region that it

doesn’t even register in the government’s own statistics. Which rather

made a fool of the already flustered Minister when this was pointed out to

him as he was spruiking up China’s clean energy record at the last grand

opening, Tibet’s sole wind farm. This in a region notorious for powerful

and consistent winds all year round.
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This site visit, the only solar plant in Tibet, is another of the events

designed to promote the Environmental Summit, which will start in only a

few hours with the arrival of the first delegates.

As the limo pulls up at the entrance to the site the Minister is forcefully

reminded, by the presence of several hundred silent, staring protestors, of

the last event which had turned into such a debacle. Blanching, his hands

begin to shake and his voice cracks when he tells the EPA chief to get out

alone and that he will join him shortly. The younger man, less affected by

the constant hounding by activists whenever they appear in public, smiles

thinly before inwardly bracing himself. He then motions to one of the

guards forming a barrier between the car and protestors to open the door.

At this signal the still silent protestors surge forward, easily breaking

through the cordon, and surround the vehicle and emerging civil servant,

who is protected by a team of bodyguards that each stand at least twenty

centimetres taller than him.

Above the din the EPA chief hears the car door slams loudly and the

engine rev. The crowd immediately parts and the car surges forward.

Instead of turning, as expected, into the power plant complex, it
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accelerates away and does a right turn, heading back towards the main

road and in the direction of the Ministry where they’ve just come from.

Mr Liu, smiling ruefully, has only a few moments to glance round and see

the vehicle disappearing at speed before the activists press forward, so

tightening of the protective shield around Mr Liu. He can only shuffle

forward blindly, as he goes constantly buffeted by his security detail that

tower over him.

The protestors, on seeing the vehicle heading away from the site with

the Minister still inside, let out a great yell of approval.

“I can’t do it! I WON’T do it! No, I can’t take it any more. Whenever I’ve

gone out in private or public, for the last two months they’ve been

shadowing me. It’s like being in prison! Let Liu take the brunt of it for

once.” Minister Wu’s eyes cloud over, and is oblivious to the circle of

Ministers around him. “They’re everywhere! They know every move.

Silent. Staring. Like Ghosts! They make no sound. Ever. Even when I’ve

ordered the police to thrash them. Again like ghosts, as if they felt nothing,

they made no attempt to protect themselves. I tell you they’re….”
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One of the other Ministers steps forward and slaps Wu hard across the

face. It leaves a clear imprint of his fingers on Wu’s plump cheeks. Wu

looks dolefully at the man; his large, protruding eyes fill with tears. The

other man drags him to the nearest TV monitor. Stabbing at it, in a harsh

voice he shouts at Wu, “You have to! Look, can’t you see it’s exactly what

they want you to do. The whole time been waiting for – for one of you to

break.”

On the TV screen is a man that looks uncannily similar to Minister Wu.

Suddenly the screen splits into four, and in every shot is a man that looks

like him. With the four of them side by side, it’s clearly different people,

and alongside Wu it’s obviously not him. But the resemblances are close

enough, and with the other props, like a government looking vehicle and

with a posse of security officials in toe, the pretence is a convincing one.

Certainly enough to convince the international media, who were

selectively given only last minute warning of Minister Wu visiting the four

sites.

The screen fills with one of the lookalikes. The serious expression and

unblinking stare cannot hide the unfortunate impression (that has become
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a trademark of Wu’s TV appearances) of a terrified rabbit caught in the

spotlight. He stabs a finger at the camera and shouts at the small crowd –

who are all in fact NVR activists in on the deception – “Look at the

chemicals coming from the shoe factory up there, pouring untreated into

the river. It’s so polluted now that no marine life exists. I repeat: NONE.”

He stares balefully around at the media, “When this was once a thriving

source of fish for the local community, and a source of revenue for them

at the markets here about!” This is quite clearly not the usual Party Line,

but since the international media have only just arrived and are still

finding their feet, uncertainty and confusion override suspicion, and so the

obvious questions go unasked. But not for long: from out of a nearby van

leaps the now familiar figure of a life size Poo Bear, and then runs over to

the Minister who, laughing, grabs the smoke billowing figure and gives him

a bear hug. At the same moment, his back to the audience and media, a

foul smelling green/brown gas streams out of Poo’s rear. Enveloped in it,

The Minister pushes Poo away and wags a finger at him, “You know what I

said if you did that. Off with you to the Wu Yue Mountains! Go and fart all

over Yellow Mountain for all I care, but stop polluting Tibet Poo Bear!” It’s
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a similar story at the other three sites – all heavily polluting factories that

have relocated from the Han regions of China on the promise of cheap,

slave status labor. The pollution – of the air, soil and water – is so extreme

that in the vicinity of the factories a wasteland forms for several

kilometres.

Cheyne is telling the Tibetan activists, “You’ve done a great job with

the preparations: I think we’re more than ready for the main action.”

She’s about to begin outlining the details of it when she recollects, “Oh,

there’s been an unexpected bonus. The blockade of Lhasa’s Central

Station has been taken up in cities around the world – New York, Brazil,

London, Paris, Sydney, Moscow. The list goes on. In Nairobi they made the

point you’ve been pushing – that China’s rail infrastructure literally

represents it’s expansion, but is also a strong symbol of it. In Africa and

parts of Asia – Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Philippines – they’re starting to

boycott all the rail networks built with Chinese funding.” A look of relief

spreads over the faces of the Tibetans: they know from many years of

experience that it’s only when their protest goes beyond China’s border
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that the Dictatorship will take any notice, and the sacrifices – the lives of

now hundreds of thousands of ethnic Tibetans – pay off. It is always

reluctantly, and the concession are never more than the bare minimum.

But anything is enough - it gives people heart and hope, and for the

activists reinvigorates their determination to continue the struggle.

Cheyne smiles sadly, but her voice carries conviction, “This is your time:

trust me! I think we can gain major concessions. It will be brutal but in the

end, with the world’s attention, and Face at stake, you will achieve more

than you imagined possible.” The Tibetans look unsure but smile politely

at Cheyne. She goes on, “OK, details. Details! It’s always in the detail.

What method are we going to us? What tactics? You know my proposal,

what do you think?”

The first action strikes at the heart of the Chinese business community.

It is in fact a continuation of an act of non cooperation that’s been

exercised for several months. It’s designed to exert a sustained long term

pressure as a back drop to more dramatic action. A boycott, but of a

wildcat, unpredictable type, in which Tibetans, who still hold a slender
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majority over the imported Han Chinese population, boycott the purchase

of goods and services. Somehow the word would get around and for a

week no one would buy meat of this or that kind, or vegetables – it’s

always perishables - so that by now mountainous stockpiles of surplus

food are rotting in warehouses. Everywhere you go there’s an unpleasant,

indefinable smell hanging over the city.

Today, however, when the Environmental Summit delegates are

arriving, the tactic is different: all transport is boycotted. And so, when

they arrive at the newly refurbished airport they find it eerily deserted. If

they’d managed to make their way into the city centre, to the hotel where

they’re due to stay - or to the spanking new conference centre with the

state of art communication systems able to eavesdrop on any

conversation that takes place inside, or within its vicinity – they would

have also seen the roads a desert of cars. With only an occasional

automated bus, containing a desert of passengers, trundling along its fixed

route, at its fixed, pedestrian speed. But they never make it out of the

airport.
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From an hour before they delegates are due to arrive, a massive force

of Tibetans form what proves to be an unbreakable human ring around

the airport, preventing anyone and anything from entering or leaving. For

once the Chinese hesitate to shoot the protestors, their usual remedy in

such instances, and so, without imagination to call upon, are left

hamstrung. Arriving exactly on schedule the delegates, having made their

way largely unescorted to the Arrival Hall, find themselves witness to the

almost unprecedented spectacle of the Chinese Administrative Machine

running around like so many headless chooks.

The delegates are at first amused by their unintentionally comic antics

– unexplained arguments degenerating into petty scuffles, or suddenly

bursting into full fledged fist fights; instructions being issued to only

seconds later being countermanded. But soon they become exasperated

at the lack of solution to the problem, and it’s not long before the first

suggestion for the summit to be canceled is made. It soon becomes a

collective call and, despite the desperate pleas of the Chinese officials,

who appear as if their lives depended on them staying, a decision is made.

Within an hour a flotilla of private jets have whisked away the delegates.
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In fact among them all there are sighs of relief as their plane crosses the

Chinese border, since by the time of their arrival most of them had

become reluctant participants to the Summit.

This is in response to the well documented evidence and intelligently

articulated arguments put forward by the NVR protestors. They had, for

the first time, been made aware of the true nature of China’s so called

Environmental Miracle. And so, as a direct consequence of the Tibetan’s

call for the closure of the polluting factories, and the dirty and dangerous

power plants, the planes are directed to Geneva where a hastily arranged

substitute summit is convened. There is only one resolution, and with the

only dissention coming from those nations enslaved by the yoke of

Chinese loans, it is otherwise passed unanimously: China is expelled from

the International Environmental Agency (the only country in the world to

receive this punishment) until they comply fully with the protestors’

demands.

Somehow Poo Bear got to make it to the Summit, and closes it by being

carried (still belching smoke and farting) by a half dozen delegates out of
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the conference hall and dumped unceremoniously on the steps at the

entrance. He is last seen making off enveloped in a green / brown haze.

This however is not the main event on this momentous day in Tibetan

history. Nor was the non violent occupation of all the polluting factories –

which was allowed to go on for several weeks until the Chinese thought

attention had sufficiently strayed elsewhere. Whereupon, like a spoiled,

thwarted child, a battalion of Special Forces troops are unleashed to

descend on the protestors like rabid dogs. Despite never once raising a

hand even in self defence, everyone of the occupiers, on the explicit

instructions of their Commanders, is murdered by the animalistic soldiers.

Rumors of rape and other atrocities swirl but without witnesses nothing

can ever be substantiated. Another rumor circulates briefly that at one of

the factories the soldiers in fact mutinied. The story goes that they had

first refused to continue with the assassinations, but on the insistence of

their Commanders to continue, they’d joined in the non violent

occupation. It must be assumed they too were killed.
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No these shocking tragedies pale into something small and trivial (yes,

the deaths of thousands, millions even, may sometimes be deemed so)

alongside an event which, to this day, remains unexplained.

Coming out of the sun, the white helicopter flies in low and touches

down on the tarmac in the centre of the crowd which had quickly

dispersed to allow it to land. It has been expected for some time, during

which the excitement has intensified to almost fever pitch because

everyone’s been told it will be bringing an emissary of the Dalai Lama.

Rinpoche Lundrup is famous in his own right, having spent thirty years in a

cave in Northern India meditating and since then proved one of the wisest

and most understanding of instructors in Buddhist philosophy.

Two men alight from the helicopter: the Rinpoche and the Dalai Lama

himself. For a moment there’s shocked silence and a look of disbelief on

the faces of everyone in the crowd. After all, this is God himself coming to

join their struggle. It changes everything – they cannot lose with him to

lead them. No longer the perpetual underdog, success is guaranteed them:

whatever means the Oppressor use will be like toy weapons against them.
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Expelled nearly a century before, and with a price on his head if he ever

returns, it is the first time since then that the Dalai Lama has trodden the

ground of his homeland. His expression is as ecstatic as on the smiling

faces that crowd around him. A roar goes up. They surge forward to

provide a protective wall around their spiritual leader. Still keeping a

reverential distance, a circle forms about him. Desperately they want to

touch him, to receive his benediction. But this is not the time. Nor is it

time for celebration, however much they’re bursting with joy at the sight

of him here amongst them. For many, whatever they’ve achieved in life,

this moment is the pinnacle of their existence in this rebirth.

And so, after he gives a short speech, urging them to action, the crowd

turns its attention towards the object of their protest: another recently

built nuclear power plant which going online this day to coincide with the

opening of the Environmental Summit. As a single body, the Dalai Lama at

its heart, they march on it. When they reach the security fence it's as if it

were not there. Made of a cheap, inferior quality steel, the contractor

having cut costs here as elsewhere, it is the flimsiest of barriers. In fact it is
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no impediment on their advance at all. Some called it a miracle how it fell

before them. There are many miracles that day.

Unchecked now, with nothing standing between them and their goal,

the protestors stream towards the reactor building, the Dalai Lama well

protected from the baton wielding police who can only slash

ineffectively at the periphery of the well ordered phalanx of Tibetan

protestors. Suddenly a single burst of gunfire rattles out. Where it came

from is unclear but immediately the crowd stops as one. A small section of

demonstrators has gone down at the very front: crumpled bodies form a

small pile. But then the protestors start up again, silent now, moving

purposefully, with a look of determination, no trace of fear or uncertainty

on their faces. More gunfire from the unseen shooters, and more bodies

go down. But this time it has no effect. The silent, imperturbable crowd

continues its relentless advance on the reactor plant.

A large steel gate opens in one of the many Gothic, featureless

concrete buildings - windowless because the plant is operated Lights Out

by an AI workforce. Out of the building pour black clad and masked SWAT

troops, who form up as a barrier between the advancing protesters and
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the reactor building. Ranged in two rows, the front line kneels. Takes aim.

And without any pause or sense of hesitation they fire into the crowd.

It is a scythe through grass. Row upon row of Tibetan activists go down

as the lines of SWAT take turns to fire at them. But, unbowed, unchecked,

the crowd keeps advancing. The SWAT keep firing. The crowd keep

advancing. The SWAT keep firing. The crowd keep advancing. The SWAT

keep firing. Until.... Until all of the Tibetans that had formed the human

shield between the Chinese murder squad and the Dalai Lama have been

mown down. In the centre of the long line of dirty and impoverishly clad

Tibetans there is now visible a splash of the dark purple from the robes

worn by the Dalai Lama and the monks and nuns that surround him.

The firing suddenly stops. A squad of anonymized riot police wielding

the deadly batons trot robotically towards the Dalai Lama’s group. Formed

up in a line of four abreast and twenty deep they advance towards the

group in a perfect unison: covered from head to foot in plastic protective

gear they resemble the articulated shell of a centipede. Ten more squads,

spread out across the crowd front, advance at a rapid pace, to force back

the protestors who try to reform the shield around the monks and nuns.
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Without hesitation, when the first squad reaches the Dalai Lama, they

begin battering the Sangha in a brutal, mechanical fashion. They do not

stop. They do not slow. It is a relentless one sided extermination. The

Tibetans make no attempt to protect themselves. Some of the Nuns and

monks try to shield the Dalai Lama but he orders them to stand aside.

Their leader in fact receives no more or less of the pitiless assault than the

others, because the poor and uneducated soldiers have no idea who he is.

When someone falls a strong arm pulls them to their feet. So that,

when eventually they do go down, arms locked together, it is as one. First

to their knees. Whereupon the rain of the attack intensifies. Heads now a

mass of blooded pulp unrecognizable as human the monks and nuns

crumple into a locked heap. A roar of unconstrained anger goes up in the

crowd, but as quickly as it began it ceases. A hush falls over the crowd.

Where once there had been only the sickening and terrifying sounds of

violence of one human against another there is now absolute silence.

For, from the centre of the pile of broken cloaked bodies a beam,

a purple glow, emanates in a stream of light that rises straight up into the

hazy morning sky. When it merges with the sunlight it bursts in a bright
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blaze of brilliant white that fills the sky. People that saw it would say it

reminded them of the flash of an atomic explosion. Following this, from

the bodies of all the Tibetans killed a beam of purple light rises and

explodes in iridescent sparks of light. Then, just as suddenly, it is as night;

all light extinguished.

Under cover of this darkness the surviving protestors melt away so that

when, several hours later in a second dawn, the sun rises on the site of the

massacre, only the dark forces of repression, looking bewildered and

frightened, remain. Their terror is exacerbated on finding the concrete

monolith disappeared without trace, and in its place is a beautiful lake full

of marine life, around which are gathered animals of every kind drinking

the pristine clear water. In the centre of the vast expanse of water is a

solar farm interspersed with shining white windmills reaching majestically

into the sky. Between them they may produce twice as much power as the

nuclear plant was capable of supplying.


